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Abstract. The satisfiability problems of propositional algorithmic logic and propositional dynamic 
logic are shown to be complete in the classes of languages accepted in polynomial space by the 
Ijeterministic and alternating Turing machines respectively. Explicit upper and lower bounds on. 
1:he space complexity ase calculated. Exponential lower bounds on the space co;Bplexity of tht: 
!;atisfiability problems of rthese logics extended by adding a certain program connective are proved. 
We investigate the problem of space requirements for algorithms recognizing 
the satisfiable formulas in certain logics of programs. Two basic logical calculi are 
considered: pi*opositional lgorithmic logic (PAL) and propositional dynamic logic 
(PDL). 
The semantics of dynamic logics, together with the definability and decidability 
resul%, were described by Ben-Ari, Halpern and Pnueli [1], Fischer and Ladner 
[5], Halpern and Reif [6], Harel, Meyer and Pratt [7], Pratt [13,14], Va.liev [ 18], 
and others. T&ey were Fisher and Ladner [5] who first introduced and discussed 
thorcughly the semantics of PDL, and proved the small model theorem for PDL. 
They showed that deciding satisfia.bility on length n formulas requires time d n”ogn 
for sclme n > I. Pratt [14] showed that satisfiability for PDL can be decided 
deterministically in exponential time. Ben-Ari, Halper and Pnueli [I] and Vaiiev 
[la] obtained analogous results for PDL with deterministic programs. 
PAL, as It:onsidered in this paper, was described by Chlebus in [3] and [4]. There 
were proved the decidability of PAL, and! given finitary and infinitary axiomati- 
zatiacs of IPAL, with completeness proofs. Other results concerning semantics, 
axiomatizability and effectivity problems of algorithmic logic can be found in papers 
written by Kreczmar [IO], Mirkowska [12], Salwicki [IS] and others. PAL may be 
consiclered to be the deterministic ounterpart of PDL. The differences between 
PAL, rmnd PDL with deterministic programs are mainly the syntactic ones. 
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The following natural (question arises: what is the influc~ce of nondelterminism 
iin g&e. semantics of PDL ~1 thl: computational complexity of satisfiability, and how 
can this complexity be compared to that of Pk\L? [n this paper the space complexity 
Ibf satisfiability is explore:d, ar;d this leads us to rendering the analogies and 
dif?erences between fhe semantics of PAL and PDL into the language of the 
computational complexit~~. 
We show that the satisfiability problem of T?AL, is complete in the class of 
languages accepted deterministically in polynomial space. It turns out thai an 
analogous result c:an be obtained for PDL if only the model of computation is 
changed from a ndltndeterministic o an alternating Turing miachine. This fact 
concerning PDL f~!!r;~tis irom the earlier results of Chandra, Kozemn and Stockmsyer 
[2], Fischer and Ladner [SJ, and Pratt [14]. The connections between alternating 
Turing machines and PDL were first observed by Fischer and L,adner [S]. We 
present here explicitly an alternating algorithm recognizing +he s.atisfiable formulas 
of PDL in polynomial space. This algorithm is a natural ertension of the nondeter- 
miristic procedure presented in this paper Ih,hich recognizes the satisfiable formulas 
of PAL. NOW, since the satisfiability problem of PDL izi complete in .APSP,QCE 
[i.e. in EXPTIME), we get the following statement true: 
PSPACE # EXPTIRIE iff the presence of nondeterminism in the semantics of 
PDL is “e:;sential” as regards the space complexity of sat isfiability in PDL. 
There are two forms of no-++ ll~Grr_minism in PDL: the program variables are 
. 
interpreted norrdeaerministically and there exists a ri;snt:eter * EIGni5tic E!l_!JIIR sf pro- 
grams ‘u. (Program PLJ R obtained a$ the “sum” of Y and R is interpreted as 
follows: hqgin chcxe eithec P or R and execute the chosen one end.) It turns out 
that the presence of any one of these two different fo:-ms of nondeterminism is 
sufficient o maintain the above stated result concerning the completeness uf the 
satisfiability problem of PDL. One can prove it either if connective u is removed 
from the syntax of PDL (but the program variab’les are interpreted nondeterministi- 
sally), or if the program variables are interpreted deterministically, the sum of 
pro,grams i admissible, and Ithere are at least two different program variables. 
For methodological reasons chiefly, we investigate the. logical calculi PALO and 
PDL, which are weakened variants of PAL and PDL. They h.ave these syntactic 
parts removed *which are irrelevant o the hardness-for-the-class proofs, and there 
are 1;elatively simple algorithms which recognize their sat.isfiable formulas. For them 
there are the upper and lower bounds on the space complexity proved, with relatively 
small gaps between them. 
Fkrther we intlestiga.te PAL1 and PDI+ These logics are obtained from PAL,0 
and PDLB by adding a certain new program connective. It is called a double-star 
while. It is a generalized “‘while-do” or “repe.at-unG1” construcGon jn which the 
logical values of a vector of formulas are checked in a loop, instead of on1.y one 
formula in the standard while-do ‘program operator. There are proved exponential 
lower ?jounds orI the space complexity I(rlondl:termlinil~t;:ic and alternating ::espec- 
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tively) of the satisfabilit:j in thbe:se two logics lof programs. It turns out that formulas 
with the double-star while connective are “abbreviations” of certain exponentially 
longer formulas with the standard symbols. Therefore these complexity result!; are 
in a sense analogous to the results of Meyer and Stockmeyer [ 1 I] concerning the 
lower bounds on the complexity of the problem of equivalence of regular expressions 
with added a operation of sque.ring. 
A result similar to ours OIJI polynomial space completeness of PAL has been 
announced independently by Halpern and Reif [6]. 
2. Mod& of computation 
Deterministic, nondeterministic and1 alternating Turing machines (TM) will serv6 
as our models of computing devices. Alternating TM’s have been introduced by 
Chandra, Kozen and Stockmeyer (CF. 121) in connection with certain game strategy 
problems. Nondeterministic TM’s are like alternating ones, except that existentia.1 
states occur in their sets1 of states only. Similarly, in determini tic TM there is at 
most one next configuration for any given one. 
For the sake of completeness, we give a brief definition of a single-tape alternating 
TM. Other exposiGons of alternating TM’s can bc found in [2] and [5]. 
A single-tape alternating Tnd’ is an 8-tuple A4 = (Q, C, r, b, 6, qo, a, U), where 
Q is the set of states, 
C is the tape alphabet, 
r E Z is the input alphabet, 
b E C -r is the blank symbol. 
S c 0 x E x Q x C x {L , I?} is the next-move relation, 
40~ 0 is the initial stale, 
a E Q is the accepting state, 
U c Q is the set of universal states, 
Q - U is the set of existential states. 
1.n nondeterministic and deterministic TM’s, set U is assumed to be empty. A 
canfiguration of a TM consisrt!; of she state, the head position and the content of 
the tape. Any of the WI” i at cor$gurations of a given one can be obtained by writing 
a new symbol ins::ead of the r,e:ad one, moving the head left or right, and changing 
the state: all as al%owed by th!: next move relation-see e.g. [2,5,8]. 
For any set of symbok C, let C* denote the set of all words over alphabet C, 
including the empty word A. Let 1x1 denote the length of word X. N and 08 are the 
sets of natural and real numbers respectively. 
.A computation of a TM n/d is an infimte sequence of cDrlfiguratic)ns cyoI, a! 1, ~32, . . . , 
such that for any i E FJ, cx i+l is a next configuration of ai. We may assume without 
loss of generality that if ao, LY 1, &y2, . . . is a computati an, then there is k E N such 
that ai = cyk for’each i ~2 k. ,A trace T of M is a set ot pairs (cu, r’), where dy is a 
configuration ant! i E fU, such that: 
(i) if (a, 3’) E jy and a is a universal (resp. ewistential) configuratioal, but not an 
all;cepting one, the11 for each (resp. some) next configuration /3, pair (1% 1’ + 1~) is in T; 
(ii) if (CYO, io), (CHI, i0 -5 11, b2, i0 + 3, . . . is asw infinite sequence of elements of T 
such that cyO, a1, (~2, . I l is a cmnputation, th:n there is ,I; E kl such that CYC( is an 
accepting configuration. 
TM 1~ is said to acceplt’ word x E S* within space t3 where t E IR, if there is such 
a trace T of 1M that pair l((qOx, 0) is a member of II” (qox is the initial configuration 
on input X) and the length of any configttrtition in T is not greater than t. Let 
S: + R be a functi.on. TM 1M is said to run in space S(n 18 if, for any x E r*, if M 
accepts x then ,V accepts .ry: within space S(ixl). 
For its simplicity,, a single-tape model of a TM will be used in this paper when 
exposing the coding of a behaviour of a given TM in the set of formulas. In any 
;,ther situation, the multitape oaf-he one will be used instead. It is especially useful 
when defining reducibility via functions that are computable in small space (cf. [9]). 
This TM has the foilowing tapes: a two-way read-only input tape, a number of 
t;wo-way read-write storage ta.pes, and a one-way write-only output tape. In this 
model of a computing device, &y the length of the storage tapes occupied during 
the computation is counted when measuring the used space. 
Let classes ASPACE@(n NSPACE(S(n)), DSPACE(S(n)) denote the sets of 
languages accepted in space S(n ‘) by the alternating, nondeterministic and deter- 
minisGc TM’s respectively. We let PSP’ACE = UkcN DSPACE(n k)., APSPACE = 
lcJ,ctzN ASPACE@), EXPSPACE = uk& DSPACE(2’+), AEXPSPACE = 
I JkEN .ASPACE(Z!“*). A theorern of Savitch [ 163 staltes that NSPACE(S(n)) E 
DSPACE(S2(n)), provided S(n) 2 log(n). Therefore PSP14CE and EXPSPACE 
equal the classesf of languages acceptable nondeterministically in polynomial and 
itxponential space respectively. 
A function f : .Zt + xf is said to be computable itt space S(n) il’ there is such a 
deterministic TM M that runs in space S(n) and, for all x E 2: , &f enters the 
accepting state after having written string f(x) on the output tape. Let A c 27 and 
13 c 2;. A is said to be logspace reducible to B iff there is a function f: 2: + 2; 
computable in space log(n) and such that x E A iff f(x) E B for each x E XT (we 
also write A G log23 via fl. If % is a class of languages then language L is said to 
be logspace comple$e in %’ iff & E %? and K +,B L for each K in %. Given functions 
k N-9 08 and f: 2:: +Zz, f is said to be h(n) length boupzded if 1 f(x)1 c h(Ix[) for 
each x E 2:. A deterministic TM M is said to accept x E r* within time 8 iff A4 
accepts x after at least t moves. Let T : N+ IR be a futactior,. A detmr~inistic TM M 
is said to run in time T(n >I (we say also that the set accepts d by .M is in the class 
DTZME(T(n))) iff for each x E r*, if A4 accepts, x then A4 accepts ;t’ within time 
T(jxl). 
The following notation is useful when comparing the growth rates of functions. 
For functions f9 g: N+ R, we write: f(n) = o(g(n)) iff Km inf,,, (f‘(n)/g(n>) = 0. In 
the statements below X denotes D, N or A. 
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Fact 2.1 (cf. [9, ll],.. If A+&3 via f that is h(n) length bounded, and B is a 
member of XSPACES(n), then .A is in XSPACE(S(Ct(ar)) + log n). 
Fact 2.2 (cf. 18, 173). Let S1 denote a (space construc!uble) function being at least 
log n. There is a set B E XSPACE(&(n )) such that B’ B XSPACE(&(n)) provided 
&(n) -1 o&(n)). 
Fact 2.3 (cf. [2]). If S(n) alog R, then ASPACE(S(n)) = UE,O DTIME(cS”“‘).. 
As a corollary to this result we see for example that APSPACE = EXPTIME = 
UkeN DTIME(2”“). 
3. IPAk restrictred to one progrmn variable 
In this section we present PALo. This logic is obtained from PAL by removing 
the part of its syntax that is irrelevant to the polynomial space hardness proof. 
We write formulas in a standard way, but they should be regarded as being coded 
in some fixed finite alphaabet. For example the nth element of the infinite set of 
propositional variables ‘s/s = { po, p19 p2, . . .} can be coded as a string of length 
O(log ?I). 
Let K be the unique program variable. The formulas of PALO are defined 
inductively as follows y 
(1) anv propositional variable is a formula, 
(2) if i, (I are formulas, then (--hp), (p A $), (I@), (IJKp), (n&j are formulas, 
(3) the set of formulas is the smallest one satisfying (1) and (2) above. 
(If it is convenient, we use abbreviations (4p v $) for 1 (lcp n l+), and (rp + rl/) for 
l(rp h -l&J 
A valuation is a function from Vs to (0, 1). If X = (x0, x;, x2, . . .) is a sequence 
lof valuations, finite or infinite, then we let Xi denote either the sequence 
(Xi9 Xi+19 l l 0,) ) if X has at least I + 1 element.;, or the empty secpuence /h. For any 
sequence of valuatioris X, natural number i and formula cp, the relation Xi k cp, 
called the satisfaction relation, is defined inductively as follows: 
0. Not l&u; 
1. Xi ‘=p iff xi(p) = It3 for p in o/,; 
2. Xik(lCp) iff not Xiktp; 
3. Xi~(y,AJ/)iffXi~cpandX~~JI; 
4. Xik(Kq) iff X&q; 
5. Xik(UKq) iff for each n ai,X,cScp: 
6. Xi I= (t JK~) iff for some n 3 i, X,, k 48, 
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We write X i= v, to kienote X& rp, and say that X is a model of p. This logical 
calculus is denoted by lt?AI,o. It is a subsystem of PAL described in [3] and [#a]. 
L,et Y and Z be any fi:Gte sequences of valuations, 1 YI and /Zl cfenote their 
lengths respectively, and Y = (~0, . . . , y,). Then y(Z”) denotes the sequence X = 
&o, Xl, l l ’ ) defined as ~~011s~~ 
l(i) if 2 = ,/i, then Y(Z*) equals Y ; 
(ii,) iff lZl=: 1, 2 =z (q), then 
(a) xj==yj for isIYI; . 
@I Xi ~21. for i>lYl; 
(iii) if I.& 2 2, 2 == (zl, 22, . . . , ~~~‘1, then 
(a) xi := y, for i s 1 YI, 
(b) ~\+niz~+-i ==zi for O<isrlZ1 and y1 czF+J. 
If ,a formula has a model, it is called satisfiable. The set of the satisfiable formulas 
of IQ& is denoted by SATo. The following fact will be helpful later: 
Fact 3.1. If p is a satisfiable formula then there exist X and Y such that X( Y*! k q 
and 1x1 + 1 Y I G 2? 
This is a restatement of the small model theorem for PALO, proved for ‘PAL in 
[4], The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem: 
‘KImewzm 3.2. (i) SAT0 is logspace complelte in PSPACE; 
(ii) SAT0 is a member of NSP’ACE(n); 
(iii) SAT0 is nor’ a member of NSPACE(t(n)), provided #hat function r: N --, IR 
saG:fies r(r,) = o(n/Iog n). 
This theorem is established by Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 proved below. Let us 
begin with the following definition. 
Relation “formula q is a subformula of @I” is the smallest reflexive and transitive 
relation satisfying the following constraints: 
(a) 4 is a subformula of both (--I 5) and (K&); 
(b) & and & are subformulas of (& A &); 
Cc) (K[) is a subformula of both (nKS> and (UK~). 
Leimnns 3.3. SAT0 E NSPACE( FZ ),. 
Pr~oof. Let formula qoo f length n be given. The algorithm described ‘below guesses 
nl~,ndeterministically  struc:iure: and verifies that it is a model of (co, if only suc‘h a 
rrw~del xists. Thrs particula:r model is of the form X( Y*), where 1X1+ ) YJ G 2”. 
The memory is used ZG follows. 0ne part of it is occupied by a counter which is 
able to count in binary from 0 up to 2? It is clear that O(n) ceils on the tape suffice 
for this purpose. There are also arrays usech to keep subformulas of ~0 in the course 
cbf the computation. The cowsecutive symbols of 430 arc placed in each of the arrays 
and arf: separated by empty places. Putting a mark in such a place means that the 
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unique subformula of cpo beginning with the symbol next to the marker is “in” this 
array. To denote this membership relation we use the standard sign E. In a similar 
way, by placing special tags in the empty places, one can distinguish subformulas. 
Therefore any of the arrays occupies O(n) cells. There are eight arrays: NT, rJiT, 
ET (for: now true, alwayc true, and exists true resp.) NF, Al, EF (for: now false, 
always false, exists false :resp.) and ADT, ADF (for: additionally true and false 
resp.) Th;: formulas in NT are to be true in the valuation now being guessed, these 
in AT are to be true in all the valuations, and these in ET in some valuations that 
are expected to be guessed. Similarly for arrays NF, AF, EF, where the formulas 
are to be false. Formulas, in .AT and AF may be marked “used”, and formulas in 
ET and EF may be markfzd “passive” or “active”. 
Beiow we describe two procedures and the algorithm accepting SATo. The 
notational conventions we employ are standard and follow these in ALGOL-like 
languages. Comments are written between brackets ‘(’ and ‘i’. 
procedure STEP1 ; 
begin 
repeat 
E: for each subformulas 6, @ of the input aflo 
1: if (6 A 1,9) E NT (resp. NF) then remove it and place both 5 and # in NT 
(resp. choose eitlmer 5 or +b and place it in NF instead of ([ A $)) tfi; 
2: if (+) E NT (resp. NF) then remove it and place # in NF (resp. NT) fi; 
3: if (nK& E NT’ (resp. NF) then remove it and place Q+ in NT and (K$) in 
AT (resp. either place # In NF or place (K&) in EF) fi; 
4: if (uK,l+s NT (resp. KF) then remove it and e&her place # iin NT or 
place (K$) in ET iresp. place # in NF and <K$) in AF) fi; 
5: if I,+ E AT (resp. AF) and it is not marked used then mark it SO and place 
# in NT (resp. NF) fi; 
6: if rl/ E ET (resp. YEF) and it is not marked passive then either mark it so 
or remove it and place in NT (resp. NF) f3; 
Oti 
until no changes have occurred in the arrays after rrhe last execution of instruction 
E; 
(now the formulas in NT and NF are either propositional variables or are of the 
form (Kv)} 
if there is a propositional: variable occurring as an element simultaneously in NT 
and NF then the input is decided to be unsatisfiable 
(in algorithm Al instruction ‘goto U’ should be written in this place} fi; 
Remove all the single propositional variables from NT and NF; 
Replace the formulas in NT and NF of the form (K@) by #; 
Remove marks *used’ am1 ‘passive’; 
Increase the vadue of the counter by 1 
enrd {STEPl’:; 
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I~:tt procedure STEP2 be obtained from STEPI. b!r the following modbficatiolns: 
(1) in instructiion labellzd 3, if I,!J is to be placed in AT or ~4”~ and it has never 
been placed there before (for example during “.he xecution OZ instruction labelled 
XT in Algorithm AI), thken ihe input is decided 4:o be unsatisliable; 
(2) instrulction :labn:lled 6 is replaced by the following one: if $ E ET (resp. EF) 
and it is not marked then &her mark it active and place + iln NT (resp. NF) without 
removing from ET (resp. IEFj OF mark it passive fi; 
(3) marks “passive” and ‘used’ are t:o be removed ads before, marks ‘active’ are 
not to be removed. 
Now *we can describe the whole algorithm. 
Algoriithm Al; 
{givs:n formula cpo f length n} 
b&in 
Sr::t he counter equal to 0; 
Pfaccc: q. in IVT, the remaining arrays being empty; 
eSffher goto ~4 QW gsto B ; 
A: if the counter is greater than 2” ,them goto U fi; 
F’: if arrays NT, AT, Zr are all empty then goto S fi; 
STEPI; 
eitkr ;goto A or gotb B; 
B; for each subformula @ of p. do 
if &&‘NT (resp. NE’) then either place # in NT Cresp. NF) or not fi od; 
for each subformula rl/ of coo do 
if # r, NT (resp. NF) then place r,5 in L%DT (r-esp. ADF) E od; 
I:IXT* for each subformula <nK$) or (i JKG) of qPa do for each array 0 among 
AT, AF, ET, EF: do ’ 
if (K$)# D then either plaice (K$) in D or not fi od od; 
STEP2; 
C: if the counter is greater thar: 2” then goto i,Y fi; 
if NT E ADT and N?T ,C ADF and all the formulas in ET and EF are marked 
active then got0 S 6; . 
STEP2; 
got0 c; *’ 
If: returml ‘~0 is unsatisfiable”; 
goto EN; 
S: returr ‘470 is satisfiable’; 
EN: end. 
The proof of the correctness of the abore algorithm rs based on Fact 3.1. 
Suppose that g0 is satisfiable. Then X( Y*) p y3;, for some X, Y such that 1X1.+ 1 ITI s 
Zn. We show that our algorithm can re:cognizc: qo to be satisfiable in such a way 
that STEPI. is executed 1x1 times and STEP;! 1 Y1 times. Suppose that procedure 
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STEP1 has been performed k times, for k .< 1X1. Then, during the (k + 1)th execution 
of it, the following rules for guessing may be employizd (we let Z denote X( Y*)): 
(a) if (6 n I$) E NF and not Zk l= $, then place ~9 in N F else place 5 in NF; 
(b) if # E ET (resp. EF) and it is not marked, then mark it passive iff rot Zk I= $ 
(resp. Zk t= ~5). 
Suppose we have executed STEP1 exactly 1x1 times. If Y = A then NT., AT, ET 
are all empty. It follows fram the fact, easily provable by induction, that if any 
formula + has appeared in NT’ (resp. (ice) in AT, E”T) during the kth execution 
of STEP1 then &- 1 k+ (resp. Z k-1 t=(!qK$), &-I l=t.lJK@)). If Y # /I, we go to 
label B. For any subformula $ of cpo, it is placed in NT iff Zlxl-1 l= ICI, and in NF in 
the other case. ~Similarly, for any subformula (nK#), (K+) is placed in AT (resp. 
EF) iff &l-1 k (~K$J) iresp. not &I_~ + ((7Ke). And, for any subfornnula (UK+), 
(K#) is placed in ET (resp. EF) iff 21x1-1 I=(UK$) (resp. not &I-~ I=I(UK#)). 
Then, applying the analogous rules for guessing, STEP2 may be executed ] YI times 
and ~0 decided to be satisfiable. 
Suppose on the other hand that Algorithm Al has accepted cps as a satisfiable 
formula. We define 2 = X( Y*), being a model of (p(,, as follows: Xk-l I--:p (resp. 
Yk l=p) iff variable p has appeared in NT in the course of the kth execution of 
procedure STEP1 (resp. STEP!) while performing instruction E. One can show, 
by induction on the length of the subformula # of ~0, the following facts: 
(i) ZkeI I= #, for k G 1x1, iff r/~ has appeared in NT during the kth execution of 
STEPl; 
(2) Z~~,+~l~l+~_~ l=& for 0 < i7c s I Yl and n EN, iff 4 has appeared in NT during 
the .rkth execution of STEP2; 
(both while performing instruction E). 
Inclusions NT 5 AD?’ and N’F c ADF guarantee that, after the last execution of 
STEP2 before the jump to S, STEP2 might be performed once again similarly as 
it was performed the very first time. The repeating of calls of STEP2 might be 
performed one after another making an infinite sequence. And if the jump to S 
has been done from instruction labelled & part Y in model 2 might be omitted 
altogether. 
We have proved that A1 accepts SAT0 in linear space. Ry the tape compression 
result (cf. [S]) we obtain SATOE NSPACE(n). 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let L be a langua,ge acceptable nondeterministically in space S(n) for 
some polynomial S(a). Then there is a fun&n f such that I. +,$ATo via f and f 
is W!?(n) log n) length bowsded. 
Proof. Let J4 be a nondeterministic TM that accepts L in space S(n). We may 
assume without loss of generality that S(n) 2 n and hf is a single-tape TM. Let 
M = (Q, C, r, b, 8, qC, a), L c: r*, tind a word r = (r3 l 0 l rn) from r* be given. We 
construct formula f(r) with the desired properties. The variables used in f(r) are 
interpreted as follows: 
r’(i, $, for 1 ,G i G S(n) and y E I: means “‘ce’ll i contains y”, 
:f(y), f0r q E Q, means “the state is q”, 
0(i), for 11 s;i <S(n), means *‘the ith cell is scanned”. 
Let (vXcA 40,) denote the disjlJnctjion of formulas cpX for x in a finite set A, similarly 
let (Are A cp,) denote the respective conjunction, We additionally assume the empty 
conjunction to be true, and the empty disjunc,tion to be false. 
‘“%Je begin construction of f(r) writh defining #zert&r additio:rral formulas: 
an: ‘l&z initial con~~rat,ion Is qorl l e l r,b S(@b-n, . 
QI~: There is exactly on: state in each c~~figura~j~~n~ 
--h(qd h sfq:lH; 
41242 
as: ‘The head is visiting exactly one state: 
cy4: The symbols are not changed if the head is rcanning other cells: 
as: The computation is carried out according ta the next move relation: 
+K I\ v ef.v’.LkG(s.r) C(i - 1) A S(q") A t(i, ‘f)) 
‘4 K ( V k’,v’,RkHq,r~ c(i + 1) n s(q’) A t(i, f))); 
a6: The computation is carried out within space Sin): 
(C(f)+Kc(2))A (c(S(liz))+ Kc(S~n)- 1j:r; 
~7: The input is accepted: 
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Let formula f(r) be defined as follows: 
We see by inspection that there is a c > 0 such that If(r cS(n) log M!. During 
outputting f(r), the storage tape is use 1 chiefly to count in binary up to S(n),, 
therefore f is computable in l.>gspace. To show that E, G SAT0 via ft suppose that 
there is a computation PO, PI, . . . of M accepting r. The model X of f(r) may be 
defined as follows: 
Xk I= t(i, y) iff y is the ith symbol in & ; 
Xk I= s(q) iff state q is in Pk ; 
Xk I= c(i) iff i is the number of the position of the kpe head in Pk. 
It is clear that X I= f(rj. On the other hand, any model of f(r) codes an accepting 
computation of M in a similar way. II 
Lemma 3.5. Let r: N + IW be a function such that r(n) = o(n/log n). Then SAT0 does 
not belong to NSPACEcP(n)). 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that SATOE NSPACE(u(n)). By Fact 2.2, there 
exists A E NSPACE(n) such 
previous lemma imphies that 
for some c >O. Hence, by 
observe that 
rlcn log 12) + log n 2 -- 
n 
that A#NSPACE(r&z)) provided rl(n) := o(n). The 
A G~~~SATO viaf which is cn log n length bounded 
Fact 2.1, A E NSPACE(rkn log n) +log n). Let us 
c lolgn = r(cn log n) log(cn log nj :_ 
cn log n ’ i&cn log n ) 
+logn -I_- 
* n 
Since r(n) = o(n/log n) and (c log n)/log(ca log rt ) is bouncleld above by a constant, 
we obtaisl that r(cn log, n) + log fr = o(n), This contradicrs our assumption concern- 
ing A. U 
The above standard argument may be converted to yield an analogous result not 
involving function rt:n) and the notion of clsss NSPACE(S(n)) explicitly. It may 
be stated in the following form: 
lf M is a nondeterministic TM accepting SAT0 in space S(n), then there is a 
c > 0 such that S(n ) ~3 en/log n infinitely often. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. 0 
4, Full propositiomd algorithmic logic 
In this section we show that the set of the satisfiable formulas of the whole P-AL 
is recognizable in polynomial space. For the sake of compPeteness *we briefly describe 
PAL (cf. [3,4-J). 
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There are two classes OF syntactical, objects in PAL: formulas and programs. 
They are built out of eJlem:nts of the infinite sets VS = {PO, pls . . .} of propositional 
variables and VP = (&, &, . . .) of program variables. Were is the completcz 
deficition: 
(I) any propositional variable is a formula, and any program variable is a 
program ; 
(2) if q9 @ are formulas and P and .R are prograrms then (TV), (cp A I++), (Pp), 
(jTl+p), <u&) are formulas, and [P; R], [QP, I?], [* QP], are programs; 
(3) the sets of formulas and programs are the smaklest ones satisfying conditions 
(1) and (2). 
The program connectives introduced above colrrespond to the well-known 
operators in the block strut ured programming languages: 
[P; R] corresponds to begin PJ R end, 
[QP, R] corresponds to if Q then P eke R fi, 
[* QP] corresponds to while tp Ido P od. 
Formula (PQ) may be read as follows: program P halts and Q is true after its 
excc=ution. For a program P, let P’ denote P, and inductively let Pi+’ denote [P; Pi]. 
Formula !~PQ) is an abbreviation for the infinite conjunction AieN (P’q), and 
(UPQ) is an abbreviation of ViEN (P'Q), where additionally (P'Q) denotes Q. A 
structure suitable for PAL may be defined as a quadruple Y92 = (U, e, H, G), where 
U is the set of states, 
Y E U is the distinguished state, 
H: U x VP -, (II/ LJ (loop}) provides the interpretation of the program variables, 
and ‘loop’ is some fixed object not belonging to U, 
G: U s V.-+ (C),1] provides the interpretation of the propositional variables. 
Let FR and PR denote the sets of formulas and programs respectively. Let structure 
tDz = (U, e, H, Gi be given. Functions HI: U x PR + (U u {loop}) and G1 : (U u 
{loop]) ;I: FR+ {&I} are defined by induction as follows (here Q, # denote formulas, 
P and R denote programs, s denotes a state): 
0, G1 is an extension of G, and HI is an extension of H, 
1. Gl(loop, Q) = (2, 
2. Gds, lQ)= f. --GI(s, Q), 
3. Gb, Q A (L) = ~inV%, Q), 60, $4, 
4. Ws, t”~) = GI(HI(s, Ap), Q), 
5. G&+, ~PQ) == min(G&, P&j: i E N}, 
6. GIQs, t.‘i,iiQ? == max{G&, Pip): i E N}, 
7. HI (loop, P> == loop, 
8. KI(s, [F’; R]) = Hl(H&, P;, R), 
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if G&, lfp) = 1, 
10. Hl(S, [*@I) = 
HI(s, Pi) if Gr(s, lcp) = 0, and i E N is the smallest 
number satisfying Gr (s, Pi 1 q ) = 1, 
loop in the other ,case. 
The proof of the correctness of the definition of semantics of PAL may be found 
in [4]. We write s I= p to denote Gl(s, q) = 1. If & I=cp then 9X is said to be a model 
of (0, what is also denoted as %I= q. 
Below we describe an algorithm recognizing nondcterministically the satisfiable 
formulas of PAL in polynomial space. It is an extended version of Algoritlam Al 
accepting SATo. Algorithm AI has been based on the small model theorem. Thi!; 
approach has facilitated the proof of correctness of the algorithm, and has guaran- 
teed that the algorithm always halted. The small model theorem can be disposed 
of however, and in this section we choose this approach. The alg,orithm we present 
below may diverge, i.e. an infinite sequence of guesses may be chosen in the course 
of the computation that does not lead1 to termination. But this is not a seriou; 
obstacle, since it is generally true (cf. [8]) that if a language is accepted, sa:J 
nondeterministically, in space S(n) > log n, then it is accepted in space S(n) by :i 
TM that halts on all inputs. 
The algorithm is exposed in two stages. First the case is considered when the 
formul3.s given as the input have no program connectives but have possibly many 
differe:lt program va-iables. The memory is organized in a more compiicated way 
now. I_; is divided into parts called sections. The sections are kept on & %ck. For 
each section there is a corresponding program variable called the index of this 
section, The memory in a section is organized similarly a:; the whole mermory used 
in Algorithm Al. There are arrays for subformulas, but the counters arc removed, 
A section may be a parameter of procedures STEP3 and STEP4. In their texts T 
dcnotcs a section with index I, the names of the arrays refer to the arrays in ‘T (if 
not stated otherwise}, T is assumetd obe the top section on the stack. 
procedure STEP3( T) ; 
begin 
F: repeat the analogously described instructions as “ through 6 in STEP1 {where 
now any program variables may appear instead of the only K} 
mtil no changes have occurred in the arrays aftpr the last execution of these 
instructions; 
if thiere is a propositional variable occurring simultanc;;ously in NT and NF then 
the input is unsatisfiable fi; 
Rcrnove all the single propositional vrriables from NT and NF; 
{now all the formulas in NT and NF are of the form (IW$), where &I E VP} 
if each formula in NT and IdF i? of the form (@) 
then G: replace each (I$) in NT ;dqd NF by ti 
&se 
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Pick such a program v&able M different fro,y I that there is a formula of 
the form (M$) in NT or NF; 
Set up ,a new section &! with index .M; 
Place fr2 on the top of the stack; 
(if A is a name of array then let A(&) denote this arra,y in section R} 
for any subformula # of the input (t30 
Cf (M&Q) E NT (resp. NF) then remove it and place $ in NT(R) (resp. 
NF(W)) ifi; 
if (M#) E: AT (resp. RF, ET,, EF) then remove it and place (M$) in AT(R) 
(resp. AF(J?), ET(R), W(R)) fi; 
od 
fi 
end (S’TEP3); 
Let Iprocedure STEP4 be obtained from STEP3 by analogous modifications that 
were zpplied to STEP1 in order to ttbtain STEP2. Let us additionally augment 
each section ZZ with a boolean variable STAGE(R), and let its logical value be set 
fzrlse joust after creating R by procedure STElP3 or STEP& Let formula q. of length 
y1 be given as the input. Let us assuime that cpo has nfo program connectives. In 
algorithm below T denotes a section, all the names of arrays refer to T. SK denotes 
a stack, it is initially empty. 
nlgorithm A2; 
beg4 n 
Stack T on SK; STAG5 (Tj := FAL,SE; 
Place p. in NT, the remaining arrays being empty; 
Pick a program variable in qo, say I., and let I ‘be the index of T; 
goto A or goto B , 
A: if arrays NT, ,l,T, ET are all empty then 
LOOP: pop SK; 
if SK is empty tlben goto S else T :- the top section on SK fi; 
if STAGE (T) then goto C else either goto A or got@> B fi; 
fi; 
STEP3(T); 
T := the top section on SK; 
if STAGE(T) then goto C else either goto A or gsto El fi; 
B: STAGL(T):=:TRUE; 
for each subformula $ of q. do 
fi @& NT (resp. NF) thea either place # there or not fi 
od; 
for each subformula II/ of q. do 
iif II/ E NT (resp. NF) then also place $ in ADT (resp. ADF) fi 
od; 
for each subformula (nM;@) or (LlM$) of cpo dgb 
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fw each array D among AT, AF, ET, Ed; do either place (&I$) in D or not 
ad 
od; 
STEW(T); 
T := the top section on SK; 
if STAGE(T) therr goto C else either goto A or goto B fi; 
6: if NT c ADT and NF c ADF, and all the formulas in ET and EF are marked 
T := the top section on SK fi 
either gotlj, A or goto B fi 
active then 
JUMP: pop SK; 
tf IX is empty then got0 5 else 
if S’YAGE( T) then goto C dse 
6; 
STEP4( T); 
T = tlx top section on SK; 
if z$?‘AGE(T) then goto C eke either goto A or goto B fi; 
W: retwa ‘cc0 is unsatisfiable’; goto EN; 
S: return ‘cpO is satisfiable’; 
EN: end., 
I3y a simple combinatorial argument we can estimate the space requirements of 
the above algorithm. 
Lemma 4.1. Algorithm A2 uses O(n2) celIs on the tIape. 
Proof. t’h section occupies not more than cn cells for- some fxed c > 10, where n is 
the length of the input. We are going to show that there are not more than 2n 
sections :n the stack at any moment of the computation. To this end, le.1 us introduce 
the n&-m -f :* measure of a section. It is the length of the longest formula in the 
arrays of a section. Let R be a section on the stack, and let \#f = k be the measure 
of R. We claim that, with at most one exception, the sections above R have measures 
smaller than k. This exception ta:kes place only when q% is of the form (MO, ti 
occurs in one of the arrays AT, AF, ET, or E% in .R, and M is not the index of 
R. In this case the whole 4 is moved up to a new section above R, after the 
respective call of STEPS(R) or STEP4(R). But then M is thi: index of this new 
section and the subformulas sr” fi (if any) are moved to the. next sections above. 
Subformulas of 6 are shorter than 4 and we are done. 0 
Lemma 14.2. If formula ~0 is satisfiable, then Algor,ithm A2 accepts it. 
&oaf. We begin with some terminokogy. Let !D! =: (U, e, H, G) be a structure, s a 
state in !& D ar: array in a section ,with index M Subf(>rmula @ of QO is said to 
be fit for D ia s i% one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) D is NT (resp. NF) and s 1~ # (resp. not s b rl,); 
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(ii) I) is AT (resp. AF), t,+ is ~:f the form (A@), and s” k(nMY> (resp. not 
5 I= (U~W); 
(iii) D is ET (resp. EF), $ is of the form (Me), and s i= (UM~) (resp. not 
s I= (n&@),. 
A sequence of consecutive xecutions El, . . . Ek of STEP3 (rap. STEP4:r is said 
to be a proper execution iff the foliowing constraints zr~ satirJied: 
Ifi) during th.e execution of one of these procedures immediately preceding El 
(3 any) instruction labelled G has been performed, anrj. in _& this instruction has 
been performed too; 
(ii) in all Ei fIor i such that 1 G is k - I, instruction t.3 has not beea per- 
formed. 
me proof of the lemma is carried out by induction on the maximal ens:h of 
thle stack in the course of the computation. For technical reasons we prove the 
foliowing a little stronger fact: If thert-: is one section on the stack with a number 
of formulas in its arrays, and if thiere is ;a structure ‘9X and a state s in %q such that 
al1 the formulas in the arrays are fit for them an s, then Algorithm A2 accepts after 
a finite number of slteps. 
‘A 
Let R denote tha.t section on the stack, and let M be its index, There exist such 
guesses to be made in the course of the proper execution of STE1P3 R) or STEP4(R) 
that after it has been performed the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) if MS, Mj ‘L= sl, then all the formulas in R are fit for the arrays in sl; 
(ii) if H(<s, M) = loop, then NT, ET, AT are all empty. 
I’h~~se guesses can be made according to rules analogous to those described in the 
proof of Lemma 3.3. Applying these rules again in the nex’: proper execution we 
czn reach the next state ~2, and ISO on. More precisely, let SO, ~1, . . . be the sequence 
of states in m defined as follows: 
(a) :ro = s, 
(b) if W&, M) E Lr, then H(si, M) = s~+~, 
(C) iif .H(Si, &f) = 1 oop, then si is the lust element in thie seeuence. 
Furt.her, let US consider a computa.tion of A2 with the property that STEPQ(R) 
is never called tin it, and such that after the ith proper execution of STEP3(R) tBc 
formula5 in R are fit for the respective: arrays in state si. The existence of such a 
hypothetical computation follows from the above remarks and the inductive assump- 
tion which asserts t:hst after any execution of STEP3f.R) the stack above R can be 
emctfed after a finite number of steps. If the sequence so, sl, . . . defined above is 
finite, our computation will halt after a finite number of steps. So suppose that 
it is not the case, Let us introdurze relaticm - between mztural numbers. Num- 
bers k and I in N are said to be in this relation, k - k, if for any subformula rl/ 
of p(! and any array D: $ is fit fox ej in Sk ifi $ is fit for .D in sl. It is clear 
that - is an equivalence relaGon with a finite number of equivalence classes. 
Les hO, bI, b2,. . . be all the representatives of one of the infinite equivalence 
classes of relation -. Let natural rlumbers n and ybl,, w > n., have tine following 
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propert ier:;: 
(a) t!le elements of all the finite equivalence classes and at least one element of 
each in finite equivalence class are smal er than 6, ; 
(b) there is at least one element of each infinite equivalence class between &,, 
and bnr. 
It is again clr;ar that YJ and m exist. Now the accepting computation of A2 can 
be described as follows. All the executions of STEP3(R) and STEP4(RI are 
performed according to the rules mentioned above. First, STEP3(R) is properly 
executed b,, times. Then all the formulas that fit for the arrays in sb, are placed in 
the respective arrays, and STEP4( ) is executed anumber of times. We claim that 
the input is accepted after at most E,, -b, proper executions of STEP4(R). To 
prove it, let us observe the following facts: 
(i) at this moment NT z ADT and NF c ADF, since b, - b, ; 
(ii) all the formulas in ET and EF are marked active, because between b, and 
6, there are all the neeoed representarives of the equivalence classes; 
(iii) all the formulas that are placed in AT or AF during executions of STEP4(R) 
have been placed there already before the first call of STEP4(R), since all ihe 
equivalence classes have their representatives below b,,. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 4.3. If Algorithm A2 accepts formula rpO, then p. is satisfiable. 
Proof. We construct amodel of ~0 from a given accepting computation of .Algorithm 
AZ. To this end, the notion of a trace of a section is being introduced. The trace 
is a word over VP, and it may change in the course of the computation. It dynamically 
records the history of this section. The traces are defined inductively? the definition 
is as follows: 
(i) li, the empty word, is the trace of the initial section at the beginning of the 
computation ; 
(ii) suppose X is the trace of section T with index I, and procedure STEP3( T) 
or STEiP4(T) has just been executed with nonempty instruction G: then the trace 
of T is changed to XI; 
(iii) suppose X is the trace of section R, and a section T with index I has just 
been placed on the top1 of the stigck after execution of STEP3(R) or STEP4(R): 
then XI becomes the trace of rP 
Let structure 92 = (U, es H, G) be defined as follows: 
(i) U = {X E VP* : ,. has been a trace of a certain section, and that section has 
not been removed from the stack while having X as a trace}; 
(ii) e equals A, the empty word; 
(iii) for X E U and M E Vc,, state H(X, M) is defined in the following way: 
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H(X, M) = 
l00p if either there has been no section with trace X’tiV 
or the: section with trace _XM’ h,as been rcmovecl 
from the stack by instruclion 1abeC:d LOOP, 
if the section with the trraze Xbf has been 
removed from the stack by instruction labelled 
JUMP, antd Y” has been the trace of the same 
section wh,en instruction B has been executed; 
XM if the: section <with trace XM has not &en 
remo ved f ram the stack. 
(iv) for X E LJ and 17 E Vs, value lG(X, p) equals1  iff p has occurred in array NT 
in the: section with trace X, in the course, of executing instrucZion labelled 4;: 
We claim that $R is a model of ~7~. The routine proof of this fact, eiaalogous to 
that in Lemma 3.3, may he carried out by induction on the length of a subformula 
of rgo. We omit the details. a 
Now we shall sketch the modificaGons needed in Algorithm A2 to handle the 
formulas with program connectives. We extend the operations on the data in the 
arrays by introducing pointers. If a formula (pS> is placed in one of the arr:Pys AT, 
AF, ET, EF, then a potnter is also placed before P to indicate subprograrns of P. 
Program P is called the main program of this pointer. Pointers may be moved to 
the other subprograms, but their main programs remain the same. If a pointer is 
placed before a program, it is said1 to indicate this program. The notion o?’ a next 
program is useful when describing the moves of the pointers:, here is the d&nltion: 
(i) the next program of P occurring in [P; R] is R ; 
(ii) the next: program of P occurring in c* EP] is [* tP]; 
(iii) the next program of both P and R occurring in [SP, R] is the next program 
of [(P, R]; 
(iv) the next program of R occurring in [P; W] is the next program of [P; R]; 
(v) the main. program is its own next one. 
The pointers are moved via procedure describeid below. 
procedure PQINTER.( p) ; 
{p is a pointer} 
begilv 
if p indicate:,: [P; ifi!] then move it hef:!re P else 
if p indicates [p.P? R] then either place cp in NT and move: p before P (3rr place 
CP in NF and move p before .R’ &se 
if p indicates [ JC yP] thein reitha!r place q in NT and move p before P or 
place rp in NF and move p before the next program of [*tpP] 
ffi 
fi 
f p indicates a prog-am variable then/ nothing happens} 
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This procedure may be applied ‘;:o the same pointer several times, during one 
execution of procedure STEPS or STEPB, until the pointer finally reaches aprogram 
variable. But it may happen that the pointer ccsmes round again to the same 
sobprogram without being placed before any program variable. Then the main 
program of this pointer either is empty or is diverglent (in the hypothetical model). 
There is a simple criterion to distinguish betweer these two cases. Let PI, . . . , P,, 
be the sequence of subprograms such that the pointer has been consecutively placed 
before them without reaching a program variable, and let P1 and P,, be the same 
program* Suppose that the main program of the pointer occurs in the sequence. 
Then it is empty in the hypothetical model, since it has been all looked through in 
vain searching for a program variable. In the other case, let I’i be such a program 
in this sequence that all the remaining ones are its subprograms. It follows from 
the description of procedure POINTER that this Pi appears in the main program 
as a subprogram of [*[pi]* and that [ has been guessed true in the course of moving 
the pointer. Then, since Fi is empty, the whole main program diverges in the 
hypothetical model. 
Examples. (1) Let the main program 1D be equal to [*p&J and suppose that 43n 
has been guessed to be false: then Y is empty. 
(2) Let the main program P be equal to [* ql[* (p&J] and suppose that ~1 haci 
been guesyed trr;e and ~2 false: then P is divergent. 
Let US kecall that if ip is empty then formulas (&), (rl&), (\_lps~) are alI 
equivalent o cp, and if P is divergent hen formulas (Pq) and (f-j&) are false and 
(3 Pp) is equivalent o qj. 
Below we present procedure STEPS. In its text T denotes a section with index 
1, and the names of the arrays refer to T. Three arrays NT, A,T, ET are me:ntioned 
only for the sake of consciseness and readability. The remaining three: are omitted 
but they should be handled analogously. 
procedure STEPS ( T) ; 
begin 
repeat 
for all 
1: if 
2: if 
3: if 
4: if 
(5: if 
6: if 
7: if 
the subformular; oE the input do 
(-Y +) E N?‘ then remove it and place 4 in NT; 
(8 A $) E NT Ithen remove it and place both 6 and $ in NT; 
(0 P& E NT then remove it and place 6 in NT and $W in AT; 
(l-J P& E NT then remove it and eitllmer place 5 in NT 0; place (PO in ET; 
([p”; RI&) c3 NT t. reat it as (P(WS))} 
([#P, R 15) E N’I’ en remove it and either place both + and (pS) in NT 
(or place $ in NE and (a[) in NT; 
([* rG_P]t) E: NT t’h en remove it and either place II/ in NF <and 6 in NT or 
place @ in NT and pair (JI, (kPt)) in ET {with a pointer before P}; 
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$: if (P4 j E AX’ therr 
if P is empty then remove (P$) from AT else 
if P is divergent hen Ithe input is unsatisfiable lse 
if the pointer :in P does not indicate a program variable 
then POINTER(p) eIsle 
if (P#) is not marked thm 
Mark it used; 
if the pointer indicates A variable for the first time since it has been 
placed before P for the last time then place + in NT 
fi 
fifitiifi 
P; 
9: if iYe) E ET thera 
if P is esmpty lx divergent lhtm remove (PqG) else 
if the pointer p in P’ does 11.01: indicate a variable 
then POINTER(p) elrse 
if (P4b) is not marked then 
if the pointer p in P indicates a variable for the first time sincie it 
has been placed before P for the last time then either place q5 in 
NT and remove (P$) or mark (P#) passive else mark (Pt+b) passive 
fi 
fifi’fi 
fi; 
lO* if (& P(#)) E ET then 
if P is empty or divergent hen the input is unsatisfiable lse 
i& the pointer p in P does not indicate a variable them POINTER(p) else 
iff (P$) is not marked tihen 
if the pointer in P inidicates a variable for the first t/me since: it has 
been placed before P fo:r the last time them either remove (I; (P$)) 
and place e in NF and $ in NT or place 6 in NT and mark (P+) 
passive else mark P pawive 
fi 
#ii fi fi 
fi 
Od 
nntil no Aarq ;es have occurred :in tht: arrays after the last execution (of inst ruc- 
tions 3. through 10 above; 
ifi there is a propositional variable that belongs simultaneously to N‘F and NT 
then the input is unsmtisfia’& fi; 
Remove alf the marks ‘used’ asr,d ‘passive’,, and all the propositional varia’bles 
from NT ano NF; 1 
all the formulas in NT <and IW a~: of the form !‘.I++) and all :he pointers 
indicate I
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then replace each (I$) in NT and NF by r/i, and move the pointers to the 
next progra.ms 
else 
Pilck a variable, say M, different from I and such that there is a formula of 
the form (Mq?) in NT or ‘YF, or some pointer indicates M; 
Place a section, say R, with index M on the top of the stack; 
{for any array 13, let D(R) denote the respective array in D} 
for each respective subformula of the input do 
iif (M$) E NT then remove it and place in NT(R) fi; 
if the pointer for (p+) indicates M in P and (P$) E AT (resp. ET) then 
remove (P$) and place it in AT(R) (resp. ET(R)) with the pointer 
indicating the next program of M fi 
od 
fi 
end {STEPS}:, 
Let STEP6 be obtained from STEP5 analogously as STEP4 has been obtained 
from STEP3. Let Algorithm A3 be obtained from A2 as follows: 
(i) procedures STEP3 and STEP4 are replaced by STEP5 a!Jd STEP6 
respectively; 
(ii) before the first call of STEP6(R), for a section R, an extra instruction is 
inserted to store the positions of all the pointers; 
(iii) in instruction CT it is zldditionally checked if the present positions of the 
pointers coincide with those stored before. 
At first glance oile would expect that A3 in this form is the desired algorithm 
accepting all the satisfiable formulas of PAL. It is not true however. The reason 
is that the growth of the stack does not have $0 coi.ne to an end: formula 
(n[&; K&J is a simple example to consider this phenomenon. To cope with 
this difficulty we employ the following trick: the indexes of the sections are made 
dynamic, i.e. they may change in the course of the computation. Their values are 
set, during the execution of ;procedures STEPS or STEF’6, in the following way: 
Just before the execution of i:nstructiDn labelled D the longest formula in a section 
is found If it is in NT or WF and is of the form (Mq?), then IV becomes the present 
value of the index. If 3’ if; in one of the arravs AT, AF, ET, EF, and the pointer 
in it indicates .M, then M becomes the neyw index. .Pifter this modification the proofs 
of tlhe lemmas cor\cerning A:3 and analogous to Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 can be 
carried out. The prc+X are similar: the basic ideas rema:in the same, the 
modifications concerning the introduction of dynamic indexes and the pointe!s are 
clear. Applying the: compression tape result (cf. [8]), we obtain the following 
theorelm: 
TJw satisfiable jmmulas of PAL can bti? rt-cogked nondeteminis- 
tically in spact* n ^ ,. 
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The question whe*ther this quadratic upper bound can be reduced to a linear one 
rentaim oper,. The author belie <es that the answer is “yes”. The following proposi- 
tion contains partial answers. 
Reposition 4.5. (i) lPrze s~tisfia’brte formulas with the only one program va,riable can 
be recognized nondeterministicdly in linear space, 
(ii) The satisfiable fomulas wilrhout program connectives can be recognized non- 
deterministically in k-war space. 
Proof, (i) In the course of 
on the stack. 
ext:cuting Algorithm A3, there is exactly one section 
(ii) We apply in this case 
is that if a formula occurs 
Algorithm A2 with static indexes. The key observation 
in some array in a section, it occurs in this array in 
exactly one section. The number of that section need not be be stored separately, 
srnce it can readiIy be calculated if necessary. Here is an ex;ample. Let us consider 
the following formula: 
If it is rihe input, and if & :is the index of the bottom. section, then _po and ,471 may 
appear in the second section, and pi! in the third (and top) section on the stack. 
We begin the exposition of the general method of fmdiing the number of the 
section with some terminology. Let A& be a particular occurrence of a program 
variable in a formula, and let r: be a symbol in this formula. Symbol x is said to 
OCC:Ujt in the scope of A& ifl’ in the unique subformula being of one of the following 
forms: (M&), (nM&) or CUM 5) o , x occurs irm 6. Now let @ be a subformula of 
the input occurri.ng in a certain array in some section on the stack. If $ does not 
occur in the scope of any program variable then] (I/ is in the bottom section. In the 
other case, let M1, . . . , .M,rl be thle substring of the input consisting of all the 
occurrences of program variables uch that # occurs in the scope of Mi, for 1 “-G i 6 n. 
Lsst MO be the index of the bottom section. Let R equal the number of alternati*Jns 
of program variables in sequence MO, Mi, . . . 9 Mn. Then it is clear that cb occurs 
in k + lth section. Therefore the whole stack can be stored in linear space. 0 
5. PAI.,,, with added while-liks? programs 
![n this section we present 21 certain extention of PALo with the property that 
de;l’.ding satisfiability in it reqCres exponential space. The syntax and semantics of 
PALa are augmented by addin!g the following inductive clauses: 
(9 ifF cp, 4% and 52, . . . , & for n E !U, are all formulas, then ([* $KJp) and 
(c**&!, * l l , &K]p:l are forrr,u)as; 
(ii) relation Xj 1: ([* @K]p) holds iff X,, b - -I$ for some n 3 z, and X,, b q for the 
smallest: such n ; 
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(iii) relation Xi I= ([** &, . . . , &K]p) holds iff there exists j > i such that Xi and 
dXj are equivalent with respect o &, . . , , &, and relation Xi I= (9 holds for the smallest 
such number j E N; 
where, for is j E IN, .Xi and Xi arc said. to be equivalent wilth respect to $1, . . . , &, if 
equivalence 
holds for ea& k such that 1 G k s n. 
We denote tbis logic by PAL1 and its set of the satisfiable fcrmulas by SATI. 
The program connectivcs described above are called one-star while and double-star 
while schemes respectively. Before exploring the expressive power of the double- 
star construction, let us observe that it may be “eliminated” from formulas of 
PALI, i.e. fc,,r any formula cp of PAL1 there exists formula C$ equivalent o 4p and 
with the single -star vswhile programs only. 
The following example illustrates the idea. Formula ([sk* &, &K]q) is eq,uivalent 
to the following formula: 
It is clear that if this method of translating is employed, the lengths of the obtained 
formulas will grow exponentially. It is not incidental however, since the following 
general fact is true: there is no function f., computable in polynomial space and 
space bounded by some polynomial, such that, for any formula rp of PALI, f(q) 
is a fornula of PAL equivalent o rp. This proposition follows immediately from 
the next theorem which sums up the relevant properties of PAL! : 
Theorem 5.1. *, 
(i) SATr is logspace complete in EXPSPACE; 
(ii) SATI belongs to NSPACE(2”); 
(iii) there is c > 1 sucCr that SALT1 does not belong to NSPACE(r”“““). 
The theorem follows from the lemmas proved below. 
Lemma 5.2. SATI E NSPACE(2”). 
Proof, Let: a formula rp y of PAL1 be given., Its membership in SATI can be verified 
in the following way: first formula go of PAL is constractled, being equivalent o 
~0, and then the algorithm recognizing the satisfiable formulas of PAL, is apphed 
to $0. 
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Here 8re the details,, Formula +$;n is defined by induction on the numlber of 
occurrences of the logical and program connectives. If @ is a propositional variable, 
$ equals $, The standard ccnntzctives can be defined by thcmseks. For example: 
{ma = (n&Q, ‘@@m = ([Sk lj%K’]~), and so on. The double-star while is 
treated as follows: 
where @ consists of all the conjunctions of the form 6: A l 8 0 A SE, each 5: being 
either & or --& Let us observe that @ has 2” elements. We claim tha;r there is a 
constant c > 0 such that ii!< c..! w’ , for each formula cp of PALI. The proof is carried 
out by induction. Constant c k to satisfy all the respective inequalities, each 
co:rresponding to some connecl:ive. Below we present wo examples: 
for some a :> 0; 
(ii) if y = ([**& . . . , &K]$j, then 
Here the inequalitv 
n n n Xi 
1 .Xi+a~fi!ia;?+dZ[23---C n - 
I==1 2” 2 i=B 
is employed, which is true p:,lvided that each real number xi is greater that some 
fixed b > 0. It can be pro~etl by induction on n, and we omit the easy proof. 
Numbers aI, al, a3, b depend on the way of coding the formulas in the finite fixed 
alphabet. 
Having consrructcd ,formula &,, Algorithm A3 may be applied, and from Proposi- 
tion 4.5 we obtain SATI E NSPACE(c2”) = XSPACE(2”), fl 
Let al, a2, as,. . . ble some fixed infinite scsquence of proposition31 variables, for 
example PO, ~2, ~4, . . . . The following infinite sequence of formulas of PALO will 
be useful in further considerations: 
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and inductively: 
h+l: 6.k Aan+1 
A (nK(a, A Ka, + (a, +l A Kdz,+d v Oa,+l ii K -,+A) 
A (a,, AK la,, + (a,,+1 A Ka,+d v (la,,+1 AK lan+l)) 
n(la,AKa,,+(a,+l~ Kla,+l) A (-aa,+ AK%+I)) 
Since pn involves variables a 1, . . . , a, only, it is clear t&at there: is c > 0 such that 
1~~1 G cn log n, for each n E N. Formulas 1on are satisfiabk, and the basic properties 
of their models are stated in the next two lemmas and a corollary: 
Lemma 5.3. Let X = (x0, x1, . . .) be a model of p,,, for some n E N. Then, for k s n, 
the values of functions Xi in ak are determined by the following conditions: 
(a) xi(ar) = 1 iff i is an even number; 
(b) Xi(a;k! = x Ii/21 (a&, fcjr 1 c k G n, where [i/2] is the greatest natural number 
S i/2. 
Proof. The reasoning is carried out by induction. For n =: 1 the argument is clear. 
For ~2 > 1 it is based on the observation that there is exactly one change of values 
in the sequence xo(a,), xl(an), x2(an), . . . , for two consecutive cknges in the 
sequence x3(an-I), xl(a,-I), x2(an-l), . . l . 0 
Lemma 9.4. 9;et X be a model of on, for some n E N. Then, for any formu!a cp and 
i E N, the fi~llowing equivalence is true: 
2.: I=([**aI, . . . , a,K]Q) ifxi+y k Q. 
Proof. It follows from the previous lemma that, fc:lr any j 3 r’, .J& and Xi are equivalent 
with respect o al, . . . , a,, ifl I” divides (j-i). 0 
The next corollary is analogous to Corollary 4.3 proved by Fischer and Ladner 
[5], and is implied by the proof of Lemma 5.4. - 
Corslary 5.5. IfX( Y”) kpn, then 1X1+ 1 I?12 2”, for each n E N. 
Lemma 5.6. If L a’s a language acceptable nondeterministicuI[y in space 2S(n’, where 
S(n) is a polynomial, then L slog SAT1 via some f that is O(S(n ) !og n ) length 
bounded. 
Proof. We may assume that L is accepted by a single-tape TM M, and that S(n) 2 n. 
Let A4 equai (Q, E, F, b, S, qO, a), and let r == (rl l l l rn) be a string in I’*, For n 2 2. 
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The following propositional variabk:s are used in f(r): 
ai, for 1 G is S(n), 
u(q), for q E Q, -. 
t(r), for Y E 2, 
c, a single propositional variable. 
In order to explain the meaning of the formulas, we recall the following notation: 
(K*q) denot es q, and (K”lq) denotes <K(K’cp)ji, for i E N and q~ being, a formula. 
Variables Hri, for 16 i SE S(n), are involved in us. For any other variable p, i E N 
such that 0 s i < 2”“), and j E N, formulas of the form (K’2St”‘+i& are interpreted 
as follows: 
(i) (K 12S”‘r%(q)) means: there is state q in ,the jth configuration; 
(ii) (K i2s’fi’+if(y)) means: there is symbol y’ in the ith cell in the jth configuration; 
(iii) (K i2s”“+ic) means: the tape head is scanning the ith. cell in the jth configur- 
ation. 
Theref#ore, in any model X = (xOr x1, . . . ) of f(r), functions from xi2s(n) up to 
l qjcl):! w are to describe the fib configuration of the computation of M. Formula 
~~~~~ will occur in ,f’(r) as an element of the conjunction. This trick enables us to 
USC the expressive power of the formulas of the form ([*dc al, . . . , as(,i,~]~~), and 
to express the arithmetical properties of t5e numbers of functions in model X of 
pstnr: for example, 25(n’ divides i iff Xi II= al A l l l A asln). 
Below we describe (the relevant formulas. We let Pn denote expression 
[**tZ*, 9 l P 9 aS(n)K’]v 
PO: Co.ofiguration rlqor2 l l . r;,b2S(“‘-n is the initial one: 
It(&) A '11~ A t(rl) A K(C A t(r2)) A /\ K’(t(l’i+l) A lC) 
2Sis n-1 
AK”([+c A (al v l l l v as(,)))K]( ial A * l l A l&(n) A 1C)); 
& : There is eactEy one symbol in each cell: 
LEE )v t(r) A A (t!jq) -9 1 t(y2)); Yl.Y3 
Yl#” 2 
,&: There is e:saztly one state: in (each configuration: 
&: If the symbol is not read, then it is maintained: 
A hc A dy?-%t(y)); 
yz2I 
cl *a~qdu~o~ sje s! 1’s ma.1oay;ll30 3oo.id ay3 ‘aAoqe Seu~ura~ ay:, paxoid %U~AE]H 
0 ‘SaIqe~.Ib’A fNA~OAU~ aI@ 30 uope)a.rdla,uI ay, PUE ‘b’s uUu.ua’~ 
WOJJ ~~011~~3 1,~s 3( rf)J 81: 7 3 A :aaua[t?Ayba aye_ l papunoq y@ua[ ( u 801 ( 21)s)~ 
St J JB~I pug ‘aaeds ~y~~y@ito~ uf pa;clndlno aq UB~ (r)J $trq$ uoyaad:;u~ dq aaS ski 
:s~o1103 sBpwk;ap aq kw 
l (v)n 
(3L_ “de-(3 V@)% V . . . V rV,jx) 
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6. Proposifional dynamic ‘ragits 
In the previous ections we discussed the computational complexi’ty of satisfiability 
in some variants of propositional algorithmic logic. Certain space requirements 
=Nere proved for algorithms accepting the respective sets of formulas. Those require- 
ments were formulated in the language of the nondeterministic TIM computations. 
‘be fact that programs were interpreted eterministically was the basic property 
of PAL invslved in the prooEs. In this section we show how these results can be 
extended to logics with programs interpreted nondeterministically, namely to certain 
variants of PDL. 
The results concerning PDI., and presented here do not pretend to perfect novelty. 
The completeness inEXPTIME of the set of the satisfiable formulas of PDL follows 
immediately from the results of Chandra, Kozen a.nd Stockmeyer [Z], Fischer and 
Ladner [5],, and Pratt [ 141, and the exponential lower bound on the time complexity 
was proved by Fischer and Ladner [S],. Nevertheless, and it concerns PDL with the 
double-star programs as well, it is instructive to see how the methods developed 
for PAL may be almost automatically applied to PDL, with slight modifications 
only. Thus we can gain a deeper insight into the complexity of PDL by comparing 
it with PAL, and findirng the similarities and differences between them. 
Let PDLo denote PDL restricted to one program variable and with no program 
connectives. More precisely, let Vs = {PO, p1 , . . .} be the infinite set of propositional 
variables, K the only program variable, and let the formulas of PDLo be defined 
inductively as follows: 
(a) any propositional variable is a formula, 
(b) if p, FL are formulas then (---IV), {cp A ()I), ((K}p), ((K*}rp) are_ formulas, 
(c) the set of formulas is the smallest one: satisfying conditions (a) and (b). 
A structure suitable for PDLo is defined as a quadruple 82 = (U, e, H, G), where 
’ ci) U ii; the :;et of states; 
(ii) e E U is distinguished; 
(iii) H E U x L;’ provides the interpretation of M ; 
(iv) G: kJ x Vs + (0, 11 provides the interpretation of the propositional variables. 
Sequence of states l, . . . , sn isI a compulletion i B, if either n =.l or (Si, Si+l) E H, 
for each i E N such that 16 i < n. Number n is called the length of this computation. 
Let staruc.ture ?R be fixed. For any formula ~rp and state s, the sat&action relation 
s I= ‘9 is diefined inductively as follows: 
9. sbp iR G(s;,p)=l,forpE Vs; 
2. s&--143) iff not sl=cp; 
3. sk(q m,b) iff sky and s&S; 
4. sk(@I)q) iff skp for some S’E IJ such that (s, s’)eH; 
5. S k (CK*)q) iff s’ k cp for some s’ E U stech that there is a computation s, . , . , s’ 
in !2E. 
M is, a 8~~d’el uf 9, %l& yp, if (T I= $1. Let SAT2 denote the set of the satisfiable 
fformulz6 h3,f PC&. 
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The importance of PDLo rests on the following Theorem 6.1. It is stated in this 
very form to emphasize the similarity with PALO, but it should be noticed that 
APSPACE = EXPTIME and ASPACE = UC,0 DTHME(c”). 
Theorem &l. (i) SAT2 is logspace complete in APSPACE; 
(ii) KATZ belongs to ASPACE( 
(iii) SAT2 does not belong to ASF’ACE(j+z)) prouided that r: N + R is a function 
such that r(n) = o(n/log n). 
Proof. We begin with presenting a.n alternating algorithm recogniz;ag SAT2 in 
linear space, The exposition parallels the proof of Lemrna 3.3. The chiei difference 
is that this universal states may be entered now, while previously certain nondeter- 
ministic ,guesses were to be made only. Procedure ASTEPl described below is 
analogous to STEPl. The notational! conventions remain the same, but arrays AT 
and EF arc. removed now. They have been necessary before because connectives 
r] and c] h.ave not been defined mutually b,y de Morgan’s laws. 
procedure ,4STEPl; 
begin 
repeat 
for each subfor,mula of the input do 
1: i! 
2: if 
3: if 
4: if 
5: if 
6: if 
od 
(-19) e NT (resp. NF) then remove it and place in NF (resp. NT) fi; 
($1 A 4) E NT (resp. NF) thm remove it and place both rl/ and e in NT 
(2 esp. either place # in NF or place 6 in NF) fi; 
(QK*)#) E NT then remove it and either place $ in NT or place ((K)$) 
((‘K*)#) E NF then remove it and place # in NF and ((K)#) in AF fi; 
((K)$) E ET and it is not marked passive then either mark it so or remove 
it and place in NT fi; 
((K)$) E AF and it is not marked used then mark it so and place ((K)#) 
inNFfi 
until no changes have occurred in the arrays after the last execution of these 
instrl ;Ictions; 
{now tlse formulas in NT ano NF are either propositional variables or are of the 
form (#Y)$)} 
if there is a propositional variable occurring simultaneously in NT and NF then 
the input is unsatisfiable fi; 
Remove all the single propositional variables fron NT and NF; 
iif there is a formula in NT or ET then 
univmally chocpse a formgsla ((K)&) in NT or ET; 
for each formula 5 in NT or ET different from the chosen one do remove 5 o 
fi; 
for each Eormula of the for*rr ((K)l) in NT or NF do replace it by 5: od; 
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Ftew WC: mauks ‘used’ ad ‘passive’; 
Incrms~: the value of the c:ounter by 1 
end (MTEPl); 
Let *procedure ASTEP ble obtained from ASTEP by modifications analogous 
to thotz applied to STEP1 iin order to obtain STEP:!. Further, let Algorithm A4 
be obtained from Al. by replacing the calls of procedures STEP1 and STEP2 by 
the rez;pective calls of ASTEPl and ASTEP2, and by replacing instruction labelled 
!ZXT h y the folk~wing one : 
for each sublformula ((K *’ ‘A 4 the input do for each array I3 z:nong ET, AF do ICE// . .
Cf ((K’)~),hD then t&her place it in D or not fl 
rwd 
041; 
We claim t5at A4 accepts SAT3 in linear space. The estimation of the used space 
is clear, If a given formula lrpo has a model, then it has a model of cardinality not 
greater than 2jVfl’. Therefore, similarly as in Lemma 3.3, ~0 can be kcepted. If, on 
the other hand, q. has been accepted, then the trace T of A4, analogous to that 
described in Section 2, yields a ~mc:del of 4~ o.It can be constructed in such a way 
that tie fiinite computations in 2” correspond to computations in %R. We omit the 
details. The compression of the tape ma;:’ convert A4 into algorithm requiring 
exactly space rt. 
Fisccher and Ladner [S] groved that L +Og SAT;! via some f that is S(n ) log n 
length bounded for any language L acceptable within space S(n) by an alternating 
TM. whef=e Sk) is a polynlomial. From that the proof of (iii) can be obtained by 
replacing the nondeterministic space hierarchy theorem in the proof of Lemma 3.5 
by the ah ernatrng one. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. cl 
The next ?;srollary is a variant of the result proved by Fischer and Ladner [SJ 
as Thli:orem 4.4. 
CaaoBiimIy 6 2, Let P: N+ R be a function such r’hat r(n) = o(n/log n). men, for each 
constmt c > 1, SAT, does not belong to DTIIV!E(c”“‘). 
Proof, Let w(n) = max{log R;E, r(n)}. Since w(C) := oJn/log n), we obtain from the 
previous &eorem that SAT* & ASPACE( ‘~11 (n)). This class equals 
u,:,o DTIMLS(c w(n)Y ,) by Fact 2.3, and hence inckrut>s *L;~-~o DTINE(c”“‘) . D 
Modif;ying Algorithm A4 bay intr.Dducing the stack of the sections and the movable 
pointlsers, in order to be able to handle the , kmulas with many program variables 
and program connectives, one obtains the following result (cf. [14]): 
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I‘ireoreln 6.3. The set of the satisfiable formulas of PDL can be r=ecognized by an 
a lternating TM irz space n *. 
We omit the proof. An exposition of PDL can be found in [5]. 
Now we present another extention of PDto. Let us add the following inductive 
clauses I:o the definition of the syntax and semantics of PDLQ: 
* (i) if cp, Q% and 51, . . . , & for n E N, are formulas then ((* $mr;T}w) and 
(v:*&, l l l , &K)(P) are formulas; 
(ii) relation s I= ((* $K)rp) holds iff there is a computation ~1, . . . , sm such that 
s = ~1, s,,* k -l:,‘, 4 cp and, if there is i such that 1 s i < m, then s_ != $; 
(iii) r3iation s I= ((**[I, . . . , &K)q) holds iff there is a computation so9 ~1, . . . , sm 
such thalt s,, I=v, and 
(a) s=soands#sI; 
(b) s and s,,, are equivalent with respect o &, . . . , & ; 
(c) for each i E N such that 1~ i c: m, s and si are not equivalent with respect o 
51, l -99 n; e 
where states ’ and s” are said to bbe quivalelvt with respect to 51, . . . , &, if equivalence 
holds for each i such that 1 s i s n. 
This logical calculus is denoted by PDLI, and its set of the satisfiable formulas 
by SAT3. The complexity properties of SAT3 are summed up in the next theorem. 
Theorem 6.4. 
(i) S4T3 is logspace complete in -4EXPSPACE; 
(ii) SAT3 belongs to ASPACE(2”); 
(iii) there is a constant c > 1 such that SAT3 does not belong to ASPACE(c”““““). 
Proof. The new progra;m connectives can be defined by the standard PDL con- 
nectives as follows: 
(i) ((*k t$K)cp) is equivalent o ((I#?; K)*; (+)?)p) (cf. [5]); 
(ii) the double-star while scheme can be defined by the single-star while similarly 
as in PAL.* 
Given a lormula cpo f PDLI, (,ne can convert it to the standard syntax and then 
apply the algorithm recognizing the satisfiable formulas in PDL. The analogous 
argument as for PAL1 shows thai it can be done in alternating space 2”. 
For any expression P of the form K, K*, *+!K, or ** &+ . . . , &K, let formula 
([PIP) denote -7((P) -7~). Let hel, a2, a3, . . . be some fixed infinite sequence of 
propositional variable.<. We define an infinite sequence of formulas of PDLo in the 
folIowing way: 
01: tzl n [#*](a1 + ((IQ ial A [K]-7al) 
A ha1 + ((K)a’l A [Kh)); 
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and inductiw.:ly: 
Thr~:e is c >a 0such that j& 1 s-i CIZ log n, for each n E N. Let n E N, iI%? = (U, e, H, (3, 
be a rrladel of &,, and state s be reachable by a computation from e. The fobowing 
equivslences can be proved analogously as the respective ones for PALI: 
(i) refstion s t= ((** cL1, . . . , a&}& holds iff there is a computation in 8 of length 
2”, sa r’ s, s), # . . , sii, snrch that S” I= p. 
(ii) relation s 1; ([**i al, . . . , a,K]cp) holds iff for each computation s, s’, . . . , s” in 
g%X of length 2 *, relation S” I= 1;3 holds. 
Lef ,L be a language recognizable in space 25’“’ by an alternating TM M, where 
S(n) ia %i ;,olg’nomial. We show that L slog SAT3 via some f that is O(S(n) log n) 
lengt’b boundled. To this end, let J4 be (Q, C, I-‘., b, S, 40, a, U), and r E F* with 
Irla 2 be giwn. Let the variables and their interpretations be the same as in Lemlna 
5.6.1 ,et formulas &, . . . , & be obtained from PO, . . . , & (see the proof of Lemma 
5.6) by replacing each K: occurring in a subformula of the form (K@), by [K]. Let 
R, d!::note {**al,. . . , rrsc,$). The next two formulas are as follows: 
FT. A/B the next configurations of a given universal one are encoded in thf- model: 
-b A R, k A dq”) A UWr')) 
(q’,v’,LkS$q,v) 
& : ‘I%+2 input is accepted: 
Forms& ,f( I*) is defined as folio ws: 
‘Ihe proof of the desired properties of function f is analogous to the proof of 
karma 5.6, and is based on the properties of models of @,,, stated above, and of 
the : nterpretation of the involved variables. The proof of the property (iii) may be 
carr led out analogously as the proof oiF Lemma 5.7, where now the respective 
hearem for alternating space is to be used. We omit the details. 0 
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The n3xt corollary gives evidence that recognizing the elements of set SAT3 is 
really difficult: 
Corollsry 6.5. Zzeae is a constant c > 1 such fhat, for each d > 1, SAT3 does not 
belong to DTIME(dc”“O’“). 
Proof. Let c > 1 be as stated in the previous theorem. Then 
SAT&GPACE(,o “lognj, and this class equals Ud,l DTIME(dC”“oB”) by Fact 
2.3. il 
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